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APPENDIX A
DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL – CORPORATE PLAN 2014-17

Performance Indicators Monitoring Report – Q4 2015-16

Performance Indicator Status
 Data Only

 OK

 Warning

 Alert

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND REGENERATION
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Community Infrastructure Levy Income                                                                                                                                                                                               Source: DBC Planning/PPI29
2014-15 2015-16

  Result       £55,575                     Result         £614,339

                    Q1              £73,524
                     Q2              £0
                     Q3              £22,481
                     Q4              £518,334

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) has been applied to eligible development since April 2014. 
Payment of CIL is not required until the liable development commences and therefore it is not unusual 
for it to take some time before the level of CIL revenue increases. During quarter 4 of 2015-16, three 
sites have commenced construction and payment has been received, two of the sites are due to make 
further instalment payments in the next reporting year. 15% of the revenue generated from CIL liable 
developments in their area, will be passed to town/parish councils and local neighbourhoods and a 
further proportion of the total CIL revenue will be used for administrative costs.

Projected planning fee income for the year                                                                                                                           Source: DBC Planning/PPI31
2014-15 2015-16

                Projection  £546,840
                Actual        £553,058

                     Result       £626,790

                Q1 Projection £111,711 
                Q1 Actual       £202,267
               Q2 Projection £223,422
                Q2 Actual       £402,718
                Q3 Projection £335,133
                Q3 Actual       £484,074
                Q4 Projection £446, 840
                Q4 Actual       £626,790

Contrary to expectations the planning fee income has remained constant over the last two quarters. 
This is largely attributable to the receipt of two major applications during the period. The quarter 2 and 
quarter 3 actual figures were inputted incorrectly in the last report (£412,178 and £515,277 
respectively). This has now been adjusted to £402,718 and £484,074.
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OVERALL BOROUGH INDICATORS
Overall business birth/death rate                                                                                                                                Source: ONS Business Demography/BI1

2012 and 2013 2014
                  2012  
                  Births               480
                  Deaths             385                 
                   2013  
                   Births               605
                   Deaths             350

                        Births               630
                        Deaths             385

There continues to be more business birth rates than business death rates in the Borough. Business 
birth rates in 2014 are up by 4.13% from 2013. Business death rates in 2014 are also up by 10% from 
2013. In Kent overall (KCC area), the business birth rate in 2014 was 7,680 compared to 7,745 in 
2013. The overall business death rate in Kent in 2014 was 5,680 compared to 5,850 in 2013. (Annual 
Indicator  - next data due  Nov 2016)  

District wide unemployment rate                                                                                                                                      Source: NOMIS Claimant Count/BI2
Jan 2014 March 2016

                 Result             2.1%                   Result                 1.1%  
                   

There were 740 unemployed people in the Borough in March 2016, which represents an unemployment 
rate of 1.1%. Unemployment in the Borough decreased by 3.9% (30 unemployment benefit claimants) 
since February 2016 and fell by 14.5% since the same time last year (125 fewer unemployment benefit 
claimants). In Kent overall (KCC area), the unemployment rate in March 2016 was 1.6%. 

Town centre average footfall                                                                                                                                   Source: DBC Town Centre Management/BI3
2014-15 2015-16

                  Result        117,365                      Result           107,638
                     
                     Q1                118,759
                     Q2                118,056
                     Q3                100,366
                     Q4                  93,369

Town Centre footfall for quarter 4 is 10.6% down on the previous year with an average of 93,369.The 
busiest day in month commencing 29 February 2016 was Thursday 31 March with 23,511 visitors. The 
peak hour of the month was 12:00 on Thursday with footfall of 3,798.

Number of new homes built                                                                                                                                                        Source: DBC Planning/BI4
2013-14 and 2014-15 2015-16

                   2013-14
                   Result               602
                 2014-15

                   Result               565

                     Result                971           
2015-16 finally saw the long-anticipated increase in housing completions, following the very significant 
slow-down during the recession and the extended recovery period.  There have been a number of large 
planning consents in place for several years and higher levels of housing delivery have been expected 
but not materialised until now, on the back of these planning consents.

The highest number of completions during the year have been at the Northern Gateway (413 homes), 
comprising mainly sites on the former GSK site land as well as the former Arjo Wiggins site off 
Burnham Road.  There has also been significant delivery at The Bridge (234 homes).  80 homes were 
completed at Eastern Quarry and 44 homes at St Clements Valley.

The oldest planning consents, those at Eastern Quarry and Ebbsfleet which now fall within the 
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC) area, have continued to be slow in coming forward.  The 
EDC have projected a step change in delivery from this coming year.

The outlook for next year’s housing delivery looks positive, with 500 homes currently under 
construction and an expected uplift in EDC delivery, particularly at Eastern Quarry and on the former 
Northfleet West Sub-station site (Ebbsfleet Green).  The very large planning pipeline, as well as 
government funding through the EDC to help unlock the Ebbsfleet Valley sites, bodes well for housing 
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delivery in future years, with completions expected to exceed the current year’s performance.
  

2006-07 2007-082008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Housing delivery required to 
achieve Core Strategy ‘up to 
17,3000’ homes (planning 
phasing)

460 460 460 460 460 1,020 1,020 1,020 1,020 1,020

Annual average local housing 
need requirement, based on 
national projection

585 585 585 585 585 585 585 585 585 585

Actual delivery 659 603 610 151 362 322 422 602 565 971
(Annual Indicator – next data due 2016) 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Usage of Borough Council sports facilities                                                                                                        Source: DBC Policy & Corporate Support/PCS1
2014-15 2015-16

                    No data available               
 

Park Run (average users)
2015-16
Q2                                    131
Q3                                    130
Q4                                    133
Princes Park Mini Pitches (users)
Q1                                      62
Q2                                      68
Q3                                      67
Q4                                      62
Fairfield Leisure Centre
Total centre visit, overall 
categories, for February to 
March 2016                 49,669

With a volunteer run director coming forward, Dartford Borough Council has provided the funding for a 
junior parkrun, scheduled to start May 2016. The Princes Park Mini Pitches continue to be used well. 
Fairfield has proved to be a huge success in its first months of opening.

Number of local groups supported through Community Grant and other grant schemes                            Source: DBC Policy & Corporate Support/PCS2
2014-15 2015-16

                    Result               44         
          

Salute to Youth                   
2015-16                              10
Community Grant Scheme
2015-16                                8
DBC Community Fund 
2015 (Jan to Dec)               17
2016 (Jan to March)             3                                             

In 2015-16, the Salute to Youth scheme and the Community Grant Scheme awarded grants to 18 local 
groups. Between January and December 2015, the DBC Community Fund awarded 17 grants and in 
January to March 2016, it has awarded 3 grants.
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Percentage attendance at the Orchard Theatre (% of total seats available which are used)                         Source: DBC Policy & Corporate Support/PCS3
2014-15 2015-16

          Result        58.33%                     Result         64.42%

                    Q1              56.67%
                    Q2              66.67%
                    Q3              71.00%

                     Q4              63.33%

The average percentage attendance at the Orchard Theatre for quarter 4 of 2015-16 was 63.33%. This 
is lower than the same quarter last year which had an average attendance of 71.66%. However, overall 
average attendance for the year is higher than last year. 

OVERALL BOROUGH INDICATORS
Overall life expectancy gap in the Borough                                                                                                     Source:  Public Health England, Health Profiles/BI5

2010-12 and 2011-13 2010-14
                  2010-12
                  Male                7.7

                    Female           6.2
                   2011-13
                   Male                7.6
                  Female            8.3

                    Males                9.15
                   Females            6.78

Using five years’ worth of mortality information (2010 to 2014), life expectancy at birth in the Borough is 
estimated to be 80.5 years, lower than the Kent life expectancy of 81.7. Life expectancy was 9.15 years 
lower for men in the most deprived areas of the Borough than the least deprived areas and for women 
this was 6.78 years.  (Annual Indicator – next data due 2016)  

Percentage of obese children in year six                                                                                                        Source: Public Health England, Health Profiles /BI6
2012-13 and 2013-14 2014-15

                     2012-13      
Result         22.8%

                     2013-14
      Result         23.2%

                    Result           19.6% In 2014-15, 19.6% of children in year six (10-11 year olds) were classified as obese in the Borough. 
This is an improvement from the previous year where 23.2% of children in year six were classified as 
obese. In Kent overall (KCC area), the figure is 18.1%. (Annual Indicator  - next data release due Jun 16)  

Percentage of adults achieving at least 150 minutes of physical exercise per week                                               Source: Public Health England, Health Profiles /BI7
2012 and 2013 2014

                     2012 
                     Result        52.9%
                     2013 
                     Result        56.6%

                      Result          55.8%
In 2012, 52.9% of adults were physically active in the Borough and in 2013 this was 56.6%, Latest 
available figures for 2014 show that 55.8% of adults were physically active in the Borough. This is just 
below the average for Kent (56.6%) and the average for England (57%). (Annual Indicator – next data due 
2016)  

SAFER COMMUNITIES
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Total number of arrests instigated by CCTV                                                                                            Source: DBC Enforcement & Regulatory Control/EARPI14
2014-15 2015-16

    Result                45                     Result                  76

                    Q1                       24
                    Q2                       19
                    Q3                       17
                    Q4                       16

Staffing issues have continued to affect the CCTV department; however the service provided remains 
consistent.
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Total number of arrests supported by CCTV                                                                                           Source: DBC Enforcement & Regulatory Control/EARPI15
2014-15 2015-16
 Result              148                     Result                  51

                    Q1                       13
                    Q2                       11
                    Q3                       13
                    Q4                       14

Staffing issues have continued to affect the CCTV department; however the service provided remains 
consistent.

Percentage of high risk (categories A & B) food hygiene inspections due and completed                                Source: DBC Environmental Health/EHPI5 
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target           100%
                  Result           100%

                    Target            100%
                    Result            100%
                    Q1 Result      37.5%
                    Q2 Result      100%
                    Q3 Result        96%
                    Q4 Result       100%

All high risk inspections that were due were completed for the year and the team have performed well. 
Performance in previous years has been consistently met with 100% of inspections due and 
completed.

OVERALL BOROUGH INDICATORS
Total number of crimes committed in the Borough                                                                                            Source: Enforcement & Regulatory Control/BI8

Oct 2013 – Sep 2014 2015-16
Result           8,318                     Result            8,087                           

                    
                    Q1                 1,902
                    Q2                 2,010
                    Q3                 2,130
                    Q4                 2,045

The quarter 4 2015-16 figure is near-identical to the previous year (2,050). In the wider context, victim 
based crime in Dartford dropped every year from 2010 to 2013. It rose in 2014 and 2015; however this 
was expected as a result of Kent Police adjusting crime recording practices to make them more 
accurate. The 2015 ‘Victim based’ crime level was 7,719 offences, and the 2016 figure was 7,577, 
demonstrating a reduction on last year.

Number of criminal damage offences in the Borough                                                                                        Source: Enforcement & Regulatory Control/BI9
Oct 2013 – Sep 2014 2015-16

   Result         1,197                     Result            1,237

                    Q1                    303
                    Q2                    343
                    Q3                    303
                    Q4                    288
                     

Although we have seen a decrease against quarter 4 of 2014-15, The 2015 Strategic Assessment 
process identified that Dartford recorded an increase of 77 criminal damage offences over the 2014 
process. Criminal damage offences can overlap with other incidents of concern, such as group-related 
anti-social behaviour, domestic abuse or alcohol related disorder; however the statistics readily 
available to the Council do not provide the ability to research this any further beyond the all-
encompassing ‘criminal damage’ heading. Kent Police have been approached to provide a break down 
which will allow analysis of the factors behind these increases and should increase the ability to provide 
a meaningful narrative.

Number of recorded anti-social behaviour incidents in the Borough                                                              Source: Enforcement & Regulatory Control/BI10
2014-15 2015-16

                  Result          2,735                     Result             2,747

                    Q1                     636
                    Q2                     842
                    Q3                     668
                    Q4                     601

Anti-social behaviour (ASB) figures have generally fallen every year since 2010, with the 2014-15 figure 
being 2,735 incidents. It is acknowledged that there will be a point when reductions are unlikely to 
continue; and as the 2015-16 figure is 2,747 (12 incidents more than 2014-15), it may be that this point 
has been reached based on current resources available to tackle ASB. However, ASB remains a priority 
and all efforts will be made to reduce this and ensure quality of life for residents of the Borough. The 
2015 Strategic Assessment recorded Dartford as having a lower ASB rate per 1,000 head than the Kent 
average (25.4 compared to 26.5).
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ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Percentage of household waste recycled or composted                                                                                              Source: DBC Waste & Parks/WRPI3
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target           30%
                  Result       27.46%

                    Target             30%
                    Result   25.50% (est)

                     Q1              25.59%
                     Q2              25.53%
                     Q3              25.38%
                     Q4       25.50% (est)

Overall performance is down because of reduced levels of recycling, increased quantities of general 
waste and increased rejections at the Materials Recycling Facility. Performance for 2016-17 should be 
better if garden waste promotions go well.

Number of households participating in the green bin service                                                                                      Source: DBC Waste & Parks/WRPI4
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target          4,500
                  Result          5,366

                    Target            6,000  
                    Result             5,817

                    Q1                  5,524
                    Q2                  5,709
                    Q3                  5,760
                    Q4                  5,817

Service relaunch had to be delayed until April 2016 for operational reasons; customers should increase 
to over 6,000 in 2016-17.

Number of fly tipping incidents                                                                                                                                        Source: DBC Waste & Parks/WRPI7
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target             120 
                  Result             104

                    Target                 120
                    Result                 89
             

                     Q1                      27
                     Q2                      22
                     Q3                      14
                     Q4                      26        

Fly tipping is very random and therefore difficult to predict. There has been an increase in the number 
of large lorry loads tipped but much of this has been on the highway and clearance has therefore been 
the responsibility of KCC. More smaller items such as settees and mattresses are also being dumped.

Number of graffiti incidents                                                                                                                                              Source: DBC Waste & Parks/WRPI8
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target             120 
                  Result               35

                    Target               120
                    Result                 45        
          
                    Q1                       12
                    Q2                       15
                    Q3                        4
                    Q4                       14

The amount of graffiti in the Borough remains low.
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Number of households taking part in energy efficiency initiatives in the Borough                                                 Source: DBC Housing Services/HPI43
2014-15 2015-16

                  Result             841                     Result                276

                    Q1                     131
                    Q2                      85
                    Q3                      51
                    Q4                        9

The data included in this performance indicator is gathered from a number of different sources relating 
to different projects and programmes and is proving difficult to collect. The end of year position is 
expected to be below the 2014-15 out turn but this will not be confirmed until end of year data is 
provided and analysed. This figure is reported by quarter.

HOUSING AND STRONGER COMMUNITIES
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Percentage of emergency repairs completed on time                                                                                                   Source: DBC Housing Services/HPI5
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target         100%
                  Result         100%

                    Target            100%
                    Result           99.88%

                    Q1                  100%
                    Q2               99.56%
                    Q3                  100% 
                    Q4                  100%

Performance achieved target for the percentage of emergency repairs completed on time for 2015-16. 
In the previous two years, 99.56% of emergency repairs were completed on time in 2013-14 and 100% 
were completed on time in 2014-15. The figure for 2015-16 of 99.88% is a cumulative total rate.

Percentage of urgent repairs completed on time                                                                                                          Source: DBC Housing Services/HPI6        
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target            98%
                  Result        95.49%

                    Target              98%
                    Result          95.42%

                    Q1               97.67%
                    Q2               95.46%
                    Q3               94.99% 
                    Q4               93.70%

Performance was just below target for the percentage of urgent repairs completed on time for 2015-16. 
This is due to dramatically increased repairs requests due to the wet and windy weather experienced 
towards the end of 2015 early 2016. In the previous two years, 94.55% of urgent repairs were 
completed on time in 2013-14 and 95.49% were completed on time in 2014-15. A management action 
plan is in place to improve the performance in this area as discussed at Overview & Scrutiny 
Committee in April 2016. The figure for 2015-16 of 95.42% is a cumulative total rate.

Percentage on non-urgent repairs completed on time                                                                                                  Source:  DBC Housing Services/HPI7
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target            98%
                  Result        90.37%

                    Target              98%
                    Result         91.91%

                    Q1              95.69%
                    Q2              96.59%
                    Q3              90.81%  
                    Q4              85.00%

Performance in this area is currently below target but improving monthly due to ongoing management 
action until the knock on effect of the increased number of urgent repairs was felt following the 
inclement weather events towards the end of 2015 early 2016. In the previous two years, 88.84% of 
non-urgent repairs were completed on time in 2013-14 and 90.37% were completed on time in 2014-
15. A management action plan is in place to improve the performance in this area as discussed at 
Overview & Scrutiny Committee in April 2016. The figure for 2015-16 of 91.91% is a cumulative total 
rate and an improvement on 2014-15.
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Average time taken to re-let local authority housing                                                                                                    Source: DBC Housing Services/HPI8                                                                            
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target               21
                   Result         20.60

                     Target                21
                     Result           19.45
                     
                     Q1                20.03
                     Q2                18.72
                     Q3                18.67
                     Q4                20.65

The average time (in days) taken to re-let local authority housing achieved target in 2015-16. In the 
previous two years, the average time taken to re-let local authority housing was 19.29 days in 2013-14 
and 20.6 days in 2014-15. The figure reported each quarter is a cumulative total rate for the year.

OVERALL BOROUGH INDICATORS
Number of new homes completed                                                                                                                                            Source: DBC Planning/BI11

2013-14 and 2014-15 2015-16
                   2013-14
                   Result               602
                 2014-15

                   Result               565

                     Result                971           
Refer to page 2 and ‘Number of new homes built’ indicator for commentary.

Number of affordable homes completed                                                                                                                         Source: DBC Housing Services/BI12
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target             100
                  Result             151

                    Target                   100
                    Result                103

                    Q1                         0
                    Q2                       22
                    Q3                       32
                    Q4                       49

The affordable homes target for completions of 100 was achieved in 2015-16 despite the slow start.
The target was previously reported as 100 for 2014-15 and 150 for 2015-16 but this was an error and 
has now been adjusted to the correct target figures of 100. Looking ahead numerous sites planned to 
start are now in progress but the Council has no direct control over the physical timing of the delivery of 
the new units. In the previous two years, 109 affordable homes were completed in 2013-14 and 151 
were completed in 2014-15. This figure is reported for that quarter working towards an annual target.

Number of private sector dwellings returned to occupation                                                                                        Source: DBC Housing Services/BI13
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target              100
                  Result                96

                    Target               115
                    Result               100    
        
                     Q1                      28
                     Q2                       4
                     Q3                      32
                     Q4                      36

There was a significant improvement in performance in quarters 3 and 4 of 2015-16 but the end of year 
target was not achieved. The reason for the slow start in the number of private sector dwellings 
returned to occupation in the first two quarters is because this is the lead up period to the New Homes 
Bonus deadline date and almost all of the Empty Property Officers time is spent during this period 
checking whether properties are occupied, which is a time consuming but essential part of the process. 
A significant improvement was predicted in quarters 3 and 4 but regrettably this did not result in the 
target being achieved although the annual target was an improvement over 2014-15. 
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COUNCIL PERFORMING STRONGLY
COUNCIL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Percentage of Council Tax collected                                                                                                                           Source: DBC Revenues & Benefits/PS3
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target        96.90%
                  Result          97.1%

                    Target            96.8%
                    Result            97.3%

                    July Target    38.8%
                    Jul Result      39.1%
                    Sep Target    57.2%
                    Sep Result    57.4%
                    Dec Target    84.7%
                    Dec Result    85.0%
                    Mar Target    96.8%
                    Mar Result    97.3%

The in-year collection rate of 97.3% represents a 0.2% improvement compared to the 2014-15 in-year 
collection rate of 97.1%. The annual target, 96.8%, has been exceeded by 0.5%. 

The total amount collected in 2015-16 was £51.0 million, compared to £48.6 million in 2014-15, 
resulting in an additional £2.4 million being collected in-year.

The 2014-15 result has been previously reported as 96.8% which is an error and has now been 
adjusted to the correct nationally published collection rate result of 97.1%. 

Percentage of Non Domestic Rates collected                                                                                                             Source: DBC Revenues & Benefits/PS4
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target             98%
                  Result          97.9%

                    Target            98.5%
                    Result            98.8%

                    July Target    40.2%
                    Jul Result      39.8%
                    Sep Target    58.1%
                    Sep Result    57.2%
                    Dec Target    84.7%
                    Dec Result    81.8%
                    Mar Target    98.5%
                    Mar Result    98.8%

The in-year collection rate of 98.8% represents a 0.9% improvement compared to the 2014-15 in-year 
collection rate of 97.9%. The annual target, 98.5%, has been exceeded by 0.3%. 

The total amount collected in 2015-16 was £89.6million, compared to £85.8 million in 2014-15, 
resulting in an additional £3.8 million being collected in-year.

The 2014-15 result has been previously reported as 98.5% which is an error and has now been 
adjusted to the correct nationally published collection rate result of 97.9%.

Average time (working days) to process a new Housing Benefit Claim                                                                Source: DBC Revenues & Benefits/RBPI1
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target                27
                  Result           26.33

                    Target                  25
                    Result             25.67

                    Q1                    30.7
                    Q2                    24.3 
                    Q3                    23.0
                    Q4                    24.7

Annual target missed by 0.67 days but is an improvement over 2014-15 performance. Despite being 
below target for quarters 2, 3 and 4, the main factor which contributed to missing the annual target of 
25 days was the higher than average level of performance in quarter 1.
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Average number of DBC working days lost because of short term sickness per employee                                   Source: DBC Human Resources/FPI5 
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target              4.5                                       
                  Result             2.98                     

                    Target                5.0
                    Result               5.02
                     
                    Q1                    1.09 
                    Q2                    1.00
                    Q3                    1.40
                    Q4                    1.53

Overall sickness absence for 2015-16 is comparable to the Local Government average of 8.4 days per 
FTE (source: Local Government Workforce Survey 2014-15).  Higher levels of short term sickness 
absence reported in quarter 4 were due to seasonal bugs.

Average number of DBC working days lost because of long term sickness per employee                                     Source: DBC Human Resources/FPI6
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target                 2
                  Result            4.14

                    Target              4.0 
                    Result              3.21

                    Q1                   0.77
                    Q2                   1.18
                    Q3                   0.44
                    Q4                   0.82

The majority of long term sickness absence in 2015-16 was due to unavoidable operations and 
recovery.

Percentage of supplier payments made within 30 days of receipt of invoice                                                                       Source: DBC Finance/FPI8                                                                              
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target        99.50%
                  Result        99.21%

                    Target          99.50%
                    Result          99.03%

                    Q1               99.32%
                    Q2               98.96%
                    Q3               98.94%
                    Q4               99.03%

The results shown show an improvement for this quarter. The standalone quarter 4 result was 99.26% 
which is much closer to the target. A small number of late invoices can make a difference to the result 
and 2 less late invoices would have resulted in the target being hit.

Rent collected as a proportion of rent due                                                                                                                     Source: DBC Housing Services/HPI1
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target             98%
                  Result        97.57%

                    Target            98.1%                    
                    Result          97.67%
         
                     Q1              91.99%
                     Q2              95.80%
                     Q3              97.34%
                     Q4              97.67%

Performance improved against last year but was marginally short of stretching target for rent collection 
in 2015-16. In the previous two years, 97.58% of rent was collected in 2013-14 and 97.57% of rent was 
collected in 2014-15. This increase in collection rates, when compared to the last two years, is very 
positive when seen in the context of the welfare reform changes and the current economic climate. The 
figure reported each quarter is a cumulative total rate for the year.
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Number of visits to DBC website                                                                                                                                                       Source: ICT/ITPI24
2014-15 2015-16

                  Result       664,701                     Result          809,383

                    Q1               225,799
                    Q2               189,723
                    Q3               176,108
                    Q4               217,753

The increasing importance of the website is demonstrated by the continuing growth in the number of 
visits at over 20% per annum.  

Percentage of customer service telephone calls answered within 20 seconds                                                            Source: Customer Services/CSP1                                                                                                                   
2014-15 2015-16

                  Target        71.25%
                  Result        65.36%

                    Target               65%
                    Result          69.29%

                    Q1               58.53% 
                    Q2               76.50%
                    Q3               81.17%
                    Q4               60.97%

There has been a decline in service from 81.07% of calls being answered in 20 seconds in quarter 3 to 
just 60.97% in quarter 4. This fall is mostly due to the increase in the number of benefit calls without 
any additional resource. Since the 1 February the Customer Service team have been handling calls 
from both Dartford and Sevenoaks residents, leading to a 100% increase in the number of calls 
received. In addition to this there has been the resignation of one Customer Service Apprentice and 
one Customer Service Advisor has been absent whilst recovering from surgery.


